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Abstract— Double layer key encryption is the process of encrypting an already encrypted data with the shared and
mutual key. The nodes share a secret agreement protocol. In this scheme, the nodes communicate with each other in a
reliable form. The server forms the backbone of the network. The data transfer between the server and the nodes is
established using the shared key and the mutual key. The server explicitly verifies the shared keys of the nodes using
XOR process. The server mishap can be efficiently reduced as the data is doubly encrypted. The intermediary nodes in
the multi-hop network might not decrypt the data if it is found to be fraudulent but the data will reach the destination
without any loss in efficiency.
Keywords— LFSR, XOR
I. INTRODUCTION
An important feature of network security is that information can be routed from a source node to a destination
node even if the two are not directly connected and has intermediary nodes.
Network protection consists of the guidelines and practices adopted to prevent and monitor unauthorized get
entry to, misuse, modification, or denial of a pc network and community-available sources. Community security involves
the authorization of get admission to statistics in a community, that is controlled by the network administrator. Customers
choose or are assigned an id and password or different authenticating information that allows them get right of entry to
records and packages inside their authority. Community safety covers a variety of pc networks, both public and private,
which might be used in ordinary jobs; engaging in transactions and communications among groups authorities
organizations and individuals. Networks can be non-public, which include inside a corporation, and others which is
probably open to public get admission to. Network safety is involved in corporations, corporations, and other forms of
institutions. It does as it‟s identify explains: It secures the network, in addition to shielding and overseeing operations
being completed. The most common and easy manner of protecting a community resource is by means of assigning it a
unique call and a corresponding password. The aim of our paper is to avoid link breakage and hit upon faulty node,
calculate the capability, throughput and fee. Sooner or later discover the pleasant course based on the ones elements. We
remember the problem where a collection of an Wi-Fi nodes that shape an advert-hoc wireless community, want to create
_n2_ pair wise secrets, such that a passive eavesdropper Eve, who's placed in an unknown function inside the
community, learns very little about them. current cryptographic secret agreement algorithms are designed around
computational hardness assumptions: protection breach can't be finished in useful time, on account that Eve does no
longer posses sufficient computational power. We are fascinated instead in strong information theoretical or
unconditional safety, wherein protection does no longer depend on computational limitations of Eve, but alternatively at
the reality that Eve does not possess sufficient records to breach security. We are asking, whether it's miles feasible to
provide robust safety, because the wide variety of nodes n and wide variety of pair smart keys increases, and over
arbitrary wireless topologies. In recent years, there was substantial hobby on constructing facts theoretical security out
of wireless channel homes, but the paintings has been limited to very specific topologies and scenario. The general public
of the work do not forget pair wise key generation over a unmarried channel with a unmarried source and receiver (see
also and reference therein); the few works which have looked at more than one receivers nonetheless only don't forget a
single source and receivers in the equal broadcast area. Works that take a look at larger networks generally do no longer
provide strong, however vulnerable information safety guarantees, and by and large consciousness on unmatched
message distribution, as opposed to developing _n2_ exclusive secret keys. Furthermore, in most of the proposed
practical works, the name of the game key generation rates achieved are only a few tens of bits in line with 2d. In
comparison, we show in this paper that can we leverage both channel and network properties, to create pair wise keys at
rates that are of the order of Kb in step with 2nd, for arbitrary n and wireless community topologies .Our predominant
contributions inside the paper are as follow: First, we gift a primary secret-settlement protocol, which allows n nodes
connected to the identical broadcast area to create pair wise secrets and techniques that Eve knows very little about. Our
protocol leverages the broadcast nature of the wireless to create pair sensible secrets and techniques among all pair of
nodes concurrently has polynomial time complexity and is easily implementable in simple Wi-Fi devices.
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In this approach, the protocol is examined in two methods: (i) below fashionable statistics-principle assumptions
(impartial erasure channels among nodes and know erasure probabilities), we formally show that: [1] Our fundamental
protocol is information-theoretically comfortable, i.e., it leaks no records to Eve about the secrets. [2] It achieves a
mystery era rate this is greatest for n = 2 nodes and scales properly with the variety of nodes n. (ii) via experimental
evaluation, and estimation of the community parameters.
III. RELATED WORKS
The wiretap channel is a setting where one aims to provide the information-theoretic privacy of communicated
data based solely on the assumption that the channel from sender to adversary is “noisier” than the channel from sender
to receiver. It has developed in the Information and Coding (I&C) community over the last 30 years largely divorced
from the parallel development of modern cryptography.
This considers a network comprising a transmitter, which employs random linear network coding to encode a
message, a legitimate receiver, which can recover the message if it gathers a sufficient number of linearly independent
coded packets, and an eavesdropper. Closed-form expressions for the probability of the eavesdropper intercepting enough
coded packets to recover the message are derived.
We explore the additional security obtained by noise at the physical layer in a wiretap channel model setting.
Security enhancements at the physical layer have been proposed recently using a secrecy metric based on the degrees of
freedom that an attacker has with respect to the sent cipher text. Prior work focused on cases in which the wiretap channel
could be modelled as statistically independent packet erasure channels for the legitimate receiver and an eavesdropper.
In a typical communications system a cryptographic application is run at a layer above the physical layer and
assumes the channel is error free. However, in any real application the channels for friendly users and passive
eavesdroppers are not error free and Wyner‟s wiretap model addresses this scenario. Using this model, we show the
security of a common cryptographic primitive, i.e. a key stream generator based on linear feedback shift registers
(LFSR), can be strengthened by exploiting properties of the physical layer. A passive eavesdropper can be made to
experience greater difficulty in cracking an LFSR-based cryptographic system in so much that the computational
complexity of discovering the secret key increases by orders of magnitude, or is altogether infeasible.
In this paper, a special class of wireless networks, called wireless erasure networks is considered. In these
networks, each node is connected to a set of nodes by possibly correlated erasure channels. The network model
incorporates the broadcast nature of the wireless environment by requiring each node to send the same signal on all
outgoing channels. However, we assume there is no interference in reception. Such models are therefore appropriate for
wireless networks where all information transmission is packetized and where some mechanism for interferenceavoidance is already built in. This system looks at multicast problems over these networks. The capacity under the
assumption that erasure locations on all the links of the network are provided to the destinations is obtained. It turns out
that the capacity region has a nice max-flow min-cut interpretation. The definition of cut-capacity in these networks
incorporates the broadcast property of the wireless medium.
In the paradigm of network coding, the nodes in a network are allowed to encode the information received from
the input links. With network coding, the full capacity of the network can be utilized. In this paper, a model called the
wiretap network, that incorporates information security with network coding. In this model, a collection of subsets of the
channels in the network is given, and a wiretap is allowed to access any one (but not more than one) of these subsets
without being able to obtain any information about the message transmitted. Our model includes secret sharing in
classical cryptography as a special case. We present a construction of secure linear network codes that can be used
provided a certain graph-theoretic condition is satisfied. We also prove the necessity of this condition for the special case
that the wiretap may choose to access any subset of channels of a fixed size.
IV. PROPOSED APPROACH
We construct a secret settlement protocol between the Nodes. For instance the communication between two
nodes, sender(node1) and receiver(node4) is studied. Node1 and node4 can talk with each different with relay because of
the intermediate medium. The nodes share their primary & secondary keys to the relay(Server). Either the Keys are
concatenated collectively and made X-OR by means of relay and transmits the corresponding keys to each of them.
Node1 sends the information with double encryption. Firstly, it is based totally on key shared between the sending and
the receiving nodes. Secondly, it is based on the mutual key generated via the relay node. Node1 selects the routes for
data transmission to node4 based totally on checking the capability of neighbor nodes. After key assignment and route
selection, node1 offers data with first half key (Mutual XOR) to the relay. If the received key is matched, relay sends the
double encrypted data to node4 primarily based on RC4. Node4 sends the encrypted information with second half key to
the relay. Then relay tests the second half key of node4 and node1.
If the keys are matched, relay decrypts first layer and sends the unmatched layer encrypted facts to node4. This
layer is decrypted with the use of mutual key between node1 and node4. If in any respect Eve hacks the mutual key of
Relay, the mutual key between the nodes isn't shared, it can't hack the facts at all. Relay additionally reconstructs the
statistics primarily based on erasure code technique.
To implement the concept, first this have to construct a network which consists of „n‟ number of Nodes. So that
nodes can request data from other nodes in the network. Since the Nodes have the mobility property, they can move
across the network. To show this concept this‟ll create the Node frame which contains the time. Based on the time
change this can assume that the nodes are moving across the network. For each node this have to create a Node Frame
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In this module this discuss about two way relay communication .In the one way communication there is no
enough amount of security to send the data and it also create a collision in the network to reduce this this introduce a new
communication. The two-way relay channel, in which two terminals are connected through a relay, is a basic setup that
models this scenario. The key generation from the two way relay channel which proposed several interesting schemes
In this new scheme for the key generation in the two-way relay channel by adopting a scheme. Instead of trying
to mimic a direct channel as done, in the proposed scheme, the two terminals involved do not need to obtain correlated
estimates. Instead, the relay first establishes a pair-wise key with Alice using the physical channel linking it and Alice.
Similarly, the relay and Bob can establish a pair-wise key using the channel linking them. Then the relay broadcasts the
XOR of these two pair-wise keys to both Alice and Bob. Alice and Bob can then decode both keys and pick the one with
a smaller size as the final key.
The advantages of this approach are: virtual energy computation that is Even does not obtain any information
about the channel gains used for the key generation, hence our scheme obtains a much higher key rate; It is very easy to
evaluate the key rate of the proposed scheme; and Our scheme can be easily extended to multiple antenna case, and the
key rate scales linearly with the number of antennas.
In this module bob will obtain the energy level of Alice. So if Bob send the data to Alice, Data is Encrypted and
added with the energy value of Alice and again Encrypted using XOR key obtained. Relay receives the data and
transmits to Alice. Alice has to give its corresponding XOR key to open the Encrypted Data. Then the energy of the
Alice is verified. Only then the data is opened
V. RESULTS
The source node sends the data to the destination through the neighbor nodes. The data is encrypted by the
shared key first and then by the mutual key. The destination node receives the data in a partially decrypted form.
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data. In case of any fraudulent intermediary nodes present in the route it cannot access the data even if it knows the
mutual key, as the shared key doesn‟t get matched in the server.

The data is completely decrypted using the mutual key shared by the source node.
VI. CONCLUSION
The two protocols for allowing a group of n wi-fi nodes to create pair wise secrets, inside the presence of a
passive adversary, with restrained network presence, without assuming anything approximately her computational and
memory capabilities. Our primary secret-agreement protocol operates in single-hop networks, it's miles factstheoretically secure and leverages broadcast to create secrets and techniques simultaneously between all terminal pairs.
Our protocol for arbitrary, multi-hop networks ,builds at the primary protocol and consists of new designs, e.g., a custom
packet dissemination protocol, to leverage the benefits of multi-hop for secrecy generation. a first-rate assumption we do
is that Eve is a passive adversary .inside the case that Eve is an energetic adversary (attempts to impersonate a terminal),
the terminals need to share some bootstrap data to authenticate each other when they first speak.
In destiny work, one or extra neighbouring nodes can serve as relays and forward overheard packets from a
sender to its goal receiver ,which could integrate multiple copies of the packet to decode the original one. therefore, by
means of exploiting the inherent spatial and multiuser diversities, the cooperative communication technique can correctly
enhance the network overall performance. This makes cooperative communications an emerging approach for future
wireless networks.
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